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German minorities in Eastern Europe were among the many nationality
issues created by the peace settlements following the First World War.
Both Weimar and Nazi claims to take care of German compatriots abroad
made the treatment of these minorities a point of international tension. In
the 1938 Munich Agreement, the European powers allowed Germany to
incorporate the Sudeten German regions in Czechoslovakia. In the fol-
lowing year, Germany’s invasion of Poland was backed by claims of
Polish repression of the German minority there. Yet who were the Ger-
mans in Poland? Germanness, after all, was a slippery concept, and it was
contested not just by authorities and scholars in Poland and Germany,
but also by German minority leaders themselves. Behind the façade of
völkisch unity lurked serious divisions that worked to crosscut the politi-
cal cohesion of the Germans in Poland. This essay examines how the
German minority in interwar Poland can provide new perspectives on
nationalism and nationalist historiography. First, it questions the narra-
tive of national transformation within the German minority in Poland by
focusing on regional particularities in the minority; second, this perspec-
tive from the national periphery offers a reexamination of interwar Reich
policies and German nationalism; and third, it shows how the use of
Polish sources and different approaches can lead to new findings.1

Interwar Poland was composed of a complicated agglomeration of
territories from the German Empire, Austria-Hungary, and the Russian
Empire. According to the official Polish census for 1921, there were
1,059,154 Germans in Poland, or 3.9 percent of the total population.2 At
least initially, most of Poland’s German minority did live in those terri-
tories that had once belonged to the German Empire, that is in the west-
ern Polish regions of Poznania, Pomerelia (including much of West Prus-
sia and often referred to as the “Polish Corridor”), and Upper Silesia.
Many, if not most, studies on the Germans in interwar Poland have
concentrated on these areas.3 But there were also several hundred thou-
sand Germans who lived in the formerly Russian and Austrian territo-
ries,4 and by 1939, these Germans made up the majority of Germans in
Poland.5

Rather than examining the development of regional identities, post-
war West German and Polish historians have tended to focus on the
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narrative of “national becoming” within the German minority in Poland.
According to this view, the diverse Germans in Poland from the three
Polish partitions were slowly but surely becoming a unified minority
group in the interwar period, what many called a Volksgruppe. The nar-
rative of a Volksgruppe-in-becoming fulfilled the normative view of many
historians who believed in an inherent unity of all Germans: minority
leaders needed only to put aside or overcome their regional differences in
order to work together against Polish oppression.6 Although there had
been steady and significant progress toward becoming a Volksgruppe in
this view, the process was interrupted (but not necessarily ended) by the
onset of the Second World War. This interpretation also allowed postwar
German historians to lambaste the interwar Polish state for its suppos-
edly clumsy and repressive nationality policies; indeed, the mass migra-
tion of Germans from Poland to Germany seemed to foreshadow the
mass expulsions of Germans from Poland’s new western territories fol-
lowing the Second World War.7 Yet the “silver lining” in the otherwise
dark period of Polish rule was that it accelerated the minority’s national
transformation. Polish repression was seen as the midwife of growing
German nationalism in Poland, and as such it served as the scapegoat for
the minority’s Nazification.

Polish historiography after the Second World War also played on this
Volksgruppe narrative, if for different reasons. Polish historians could
point to the apparent homogenization of the minority as proof indeed
that the Germans in Poland had become Nazis.8 In this view, the German
minority did not just lack a sense of loyalty to Poland, but Polish histo-
rians could blame local Germans for acting as a “Fifth Column” that
carried out diversionary attacks during Hitler’s invasion in September
1939.9 Hence, the Polish state had been justified ex post facto in its suspi-
cions of the minority and the (reasonable) countermeasures it had taken.
It was important in postwar Polish eyes that no Germans could be
trusted, for on the one hand, the purported crimes of the German minor-
ity in helping the German attackers and occupiers not only legitimated
Poland’s annexation of eastern German territories (which Poles referred
to as the “recovered lands”) following the Second World War, but the
crimes that local Germans committed during the occupation also justified
the expulsion of Germans from all territories that had come under Polish
control.10 Thus, both postwar Polish and German historiographies, which
usually agreed on little else, converged on the idea of the Germans in
Poland having largely become a unitary Volksgruppe by 1939. This view is
still present in much of the recent scholarly and less politicized litera-
ture.11

The Volksgruppe narrative can be explained in part because the pre-
vious history of the Germans in Poland has focused on the role of the
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metropoles, and this perspective from the top down often underplays
differences within the minority.12 Recentering the story of German na-
tionalism in Poland from the metropoles to the periphery allows a dif-
ferent picture. No doubt, it is impossible to understand the politics of the
German minority in Poland without examining the role of the German
and Polish states in shaping the overall setting for German activists to
operate. As Rogers Brubaker has argued in his study of nationalism in-
volving the Germans in interwar Poland, one must take minority actors
more seriously, for they form a “single, interdependent relational nexus”
with the Polish “nationalizing” host state and the German “external na-
tional homeland” state.13 It is thus important to treat minority actors as
central, independent subjects who were not simply subordinate to Polish
repression or Reich manipulation. Centralized policies, whether from
Berlin or Warsaw, often produced conflict rather than cohesion within the
minority. Moreover, the confusion of jurisdictions and competencies
within the Reich tended to give “client” minority leaders considerable
influence over their “patrons,” thereby allowing German activists in Po-
land to formulate and to pursue their own agendas.

At the same time, the diversity of voices within the German minority
must be given more attention as well. Due to their stronger ties with the
Reich, the views of German minority leaders in western Poland domi-
nated and were often taken to stand for the position of the German
minority as a whole. Going beyond the “center” of the minority in Prus-
sian Poland and focusing on Germans living in other regions, however,
would show that German minority leaders could not agree on what their
short- and long-term goals were. Forced from three disparate empires
into one “successor” state, regional German leaders discovered and cre-
ated differences between themselves, and they continually navigated po-
litically between national cohesion and regional particularisms. The sa-
lience of regional cleavages was one of the reasons that German activists
in Poland failed to form a unified political organization, despite their own
pronouncements for political unity and the intermittent encouragement
of certain Reich German offices. Unity, after all, had to be balanced with
issues of power. At the same time, strong nationalization processes
within the minority resulted from this often-vigorous intraethnic compe-
tition. There is thus a need to consider multiple imaginations of German-
ness within the minority—and without.

The second point of this essay is to argue that a study of regional
cleavages within the minority allows for a reexamination of nationalisms
and nationalist policies in the Reich. Such an approach enables a better
understanding of why certain views on the German minority prevailed.
Minority politics, while not subject to Reich whims, closely interplayed
with the policies of the German state, and these had inadvertently deep-
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ened regional cleavages among ethnic Germans in Poland. Especially
important in this process was the widespread desire in Germany to re-
gain the territories it had lost to Poland after the First World War and to
support the ethnic Germans who lived there. Although the German state
provided aid to the Polish Germans, it did not care equally. Even within
the borders of Poland, Reich officials differentiated Germans according to
their value to Germany’s geopolitical goals. As will be discussed below,
these views were also related to perceptions of hierarchical Germanness
within the minority. Moreover, this differentiation in care for ethnic Ger-
mans was glaringly apparent. During the Weimar Republic, substantial
subsidies flowed to the Germans in Poland. Yet these funds were not
appropriated equally among the regions. Germans who used to be Reich
citizens, i.e. those in the formerly Prussian territories, received consider-
ably more aid than Germans in formerly Austrian or Russian Poland. One
loan program supported by Foreign Minister Gustav Stresemann in the
mid-1920s allocated 21.5 million marks to be distributed to the Germans
in Poland. Yet over 95 percent of the funds were to go to the Germans in
western Poland, although they made up somewhat more than half of the
minority.14 Not surprisingly, the coincidence of revisionist claims with
regional cleavages fostered jealousies and animosity between the “di-
aspora” Germans of the former Russian and Austrian territories and the
“borderland” Germans in areas ceded by the German Reich.15

Looking at the motivation, intent, and effect of such differentiated
Reich policies can provide a reexamination of nationalism at the metro-
poles. For example, historians have noted the rapid rise of völkisch na-
tionalism during and after the First World War, what has been referred to
as the “völkisch turn.”16 Indeed, the considerable sums for “Germandom
policy” (Deutschtumspolitik) might appear concurrent with a greater
völkisch interest in Germans outside of Germany’s borders. It is important,
however, not to over-ethnicize this financial support for minorities
abroad. Even those offices devoted to retaining German culture and in-
fluence abroad, such as the Deutsche Stiftung (which was affiliated with
the Foreign Ministry), were not committed to an egalitarian brotherhood
of Germans regardless of their state of residence. Rather, Reich officials
acted out of a mix of concerns that were informed by a geography of
Germanness. There was a greater sense of obligation for former Reich
citizens stranded in Poland, who enjoyed a kind of “residual citizenship”
and had special claims on the German state. Prewar membership in clubs,
pensions, and unions had created ties and mutual obligations that con-
tinued in the interwar period across the new borders. While it was im-
portant that these former citizens were somehow “German,” Weimar’s
official revisionist policies had little to do with the currents of völkisch
thought that saw the minorities as important in themselves for their
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intrinsic racial qualities. Nor was aid to the Germans in western Poland
merely an instrument of territorial revisionism, but it was based in large
part on the state’s residual obligations to former citizens. Hence, the
Weimar Republic’s lopsided support for the Germans in western Poland
reveal the political and social resilience of the borders of 1914. Such etatist
and civic bases of Germanness persisted long after the First World War
ended and competed with other ideologies, including völkisch thought. A
hierarchy of Germanness became discernible, with some Germans being
somehow more “German” and more deserving of aid from the Reich.

By recentering our attention on those peripheralized within the Ger-
man minority in Poland, it is possible to see the complicated contingency
of national belonging and self-understanding. The aforementioned “re-
sidual citizenship” did not just affect policies at the German Foreign
Ministry and Prussian Interior Ministry, but it also existed in the minds
of those former German citizens who were now in Poland. Differentiated
Reich policies both reflected and fostered imaginations of a variegated
Germanness within the minority. By stressing their legal, political, and
social connections to Germany, the former Staatsvolk in western Poland
could resist coming to terms with their new status as Auslandsdeutsche. In
turn, this “residual citizenship” of the western Polish Germans compli-
cated their cooperation with those Germans elsewhere who never had a
connection with the German state and who were more or less resigned to
remaining in Poland. While German minority leaders could not control
the purse strings of funds coming from the Reich, they did contribute to
shaping the hierarchy of Germanness in Poland. By tarring other German
groups with the brush of cultural contamination, regional German activ-
ists in Poland could influence the overall political direction of the minor-
ity.

An important example involved the city of Łódź in formerly Russian
Poland. Once a great textile manufacturing center, the city also counted
some sixty thousand Germans, which represented the largest concentra-
tion of Germans in Poland. The Germans in Łódź were hence the greatest
potential challenge to the dominance of the formerly Prussian Germans in
western Poland. German activists in Łódź, who largely saw themselves
destined for a life outside Germany, appeared especially threatening be-
cause they adopted a reconciliatory attitude toward the Polish state.
Western Polish German leaders found out early on that working with
their purported cousins in Łódź could be more of a liability than a ben-
efit.17 Such political differences within the minority were difficult to rec-
oncile, and they were often attributed to other, more nefarious causes.
Reich officials and German activists commonly portrayed the Łódź Ger-
mans as somehow too Polish, too Jewish, and too un-German.18 This
stereotype could be summed up as the “Lodzer Mensch,” a preexisting
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stereotype of Łódź’s entrepreneurs as being cosmopolitan and preoccu-
pied with business matters. The ascription of anti-Polish and anti-Semitic
qualities upon the broader section of Łódź’s Germans helped to give
order to vague and shifting notions of Germanness. At the same time,
German activists in Poland internalized and exploited the myth of the
“Lodzer Mensch” to support the concept of hierarchical Germanness,
with Germans living further east portrayed as somehow less German and
less reliable in national matters.19 While the former Reich Germans took
the dominant position in the minority, the “Lodzer Mensch” stereotype
confirmed the subordinate role (and inherent danger) of the central and
eastern Polish Germans.

Yet during the 1930s, the tenuousness of this constructed Germanness
became clear as the confluence of demographic, political, and ideological
changes began to undermine the established hierarchy. German scholars
began to see the Germans in the eastern regions of Poland more favor-
ably, in part due to their higher birth rates and their purported stead-
fastness in the face of Polish repression. Their alleged toughness stood in
stark contrast to the apparently weak-willed Poznanian and Pomerelian
Germans who had left in droves for Germany in the 1920s. Yet this higher
appraisal was also due to the vigorous leadership of German activists in
central and formerly Austrian Poland. The ability of previously periph-
eralized leaders to mobilize the rhetoric of National Socialism under-
mined the position of the Germans in western Poland. At the same time,
the increasing calls within the minority for political unification only ex-
acerbated intraethnic and regional tensions. The National Socialist tenets
of an egalitarian German community, the new Volksgemeinschaft, helped
to induce unrealistically high expectations of national solidarity and em-
powered those Germans who had long been seen as somehow less Ger-
man, especially in central and eastern Poland. In practice, it unleashed a
power struggle that fractured the minority even further.

By the late 1930s, German minority organizations had solidified
largely along regional lines. The formerly Prussian regions were repre-
sented by the Deutsche Vereinigung in Poznania and Pomerelia and the
Volksbund in East Upper Silesia.20 The Deutscher Volksverband arose in
what had been the Russian-controlled Congress Kingdom of Poland, and
the Jungdeutsche Partei based itself in formerly Austrian Silesia. Impor-
tantly, the Jungdeutsche Partei had largely failed in its attempt to expand
to other Polish regions. Far from overcoming old political borders and
growing together into a homogeneous Volksgruppe, German activists be-
came increasingly conscious of their regional distinctions and interests.
At the same time, one should not see the hardening of regional lines as a
lack of nationalism, for the interplay of regionality and nationality was
not a zero-sum game, as recent scholarship has shown.21 German minor-
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ity leaders on the periphery consistently deployed notions of Germanness
and community for particular ends.

The third point of this essay is that new questions based on sources
in Poland have made it possible to come to this interpretation of German
minority history in Poland. The persistence of the Volksgruppe narrative is
in part due to the nature of the sources available. Reich officials were
often not only geographically far away when reporting on the minority,
but were also loaded with Reich German baggage in their viewpoints and
priorities. Even Reich officials serving in Poland had limited access to
what Germans were doing, and they were often deceived and subjected
to various interests. It was difficult for consular officials to filter through
competing loyalties and claims. Minority-generated sources also give a
skewed view. Tensions seldom came to light in the official correspon-
dence of minority leaders, or they were couched in terms that did not
question the essential unity of the Volk. Minority leaders who lived under
the threat of house searches often kept few records (and much of what
was written was destroyed during the war). Moreover, German activists
often felt compelled to display national solidarity, which was as much a
show for themselves as for the funding agencies in the Reich.

While also sown with their own inconsistencies and political agen-
das, Polish administrative and police reports provide greater detail re-
garding the political life of the Germans in Poland. Polish police infor-
mants were able to infiltrate German organizations with ease, in part
because German parties were often lax in their membership criteria, and
in part because the Polish police were able to take advantage of the deep
divides within the minority. Polish informants listened intently to the
considerable grumbling of minority activists, who often disparaged the
Germans from other territories quite freely at their meetings.22

Polish reports show that instead of collaborating to build a Volksge-
meinschaft, as minority-generated materials tend to suggest, the regional
leaders were actively working against one another to protect the interests
of their regional fiefdoms.23 One Polish administrative report reveals that
during a political rally in Łódź, a German activist noted that Germans in
formerly Russian Poland did not enjoy a good reputation in the Reich and
in the other Polish territories.24 At the same time, such statements show
how alleged regional resentments and self-perceptions could be formu-
lated and deployed to mobilize the German groups in Poland. In short,
Polish sources enable a retelling of the Volksgruppe narrative by providing
a dense archival base for new research questions. The wealth of informa-
tion left by local Polish administration and police offers the historian the
ability to counter-read the proclamations made by German minority lead-
ers and to assess how Germans acted beyond their nationalist pronounce-
ments.
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To conclude, recentering the narrative of the German minority in
Poland undermines the teleology of German national development in
interwar Poland. It also enables a reassessment of nationalism and policy-
making at the metropoles. Germanness was hierarchical but also mal-
leable, and Germanness was constructed not just at the center, but at the
peripheries of Germandom as well. Because the Germans in western
Poland always had one foot out of the minority door, their political goals
were very different from those of the Germans in formerly Austrian and
Russian territories, which fostered considerable tension between German
minority leaders. Although no unified political organization was formed,
the intense intraethnic conflict along regionalized lines also culminated in
minority radicalization, which had dire consequences for their Polish and
Jewish neighbors in the Second World War.25
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